NATIONAL BUICK MEET
VOLUNTEER DESCRIPTION
BCA National Meet Team Judge
SUPERVISOR: National Meet Chief Judge
GOAL: Accurately access each vehicle per the Formal Judging Form and the criteria
listed in the Judging Manual .
TIME: Friday Judges Training, Time TBD; Saturday Breakfast and Judging, 7AM12PM
PHYSICAL EXERTION: Walking, Standing, Bending
DUTIES:
The team judge must observe everything in the category of his or her responsibility,
evaluate the observation against the standard of factory authenticity, workmanship
and maintenance and faithfully and impartially report any discrepancies found. It is
of utmost importance that each judge’s task be performed correctly and
knowledgeably, as both the reputation and validity of BCA judging and the
standards set by successful vehicles and the support of owner registrant members,
are at stake. The epithet “tough but fair” should be applied to the team judge.
Team judges must:
a. Attend the Judging School preceding the meet.
b. Judges must attend the Judges Breakfast on the day of the meet.
c. Arrive at your predetermined location on the judging field promptly at
the designated time and place.
d. Receive your category assignment and Individual Category Work sheet
from the Team Captain.
e. Receive your instructions for the day from the Team Captain.
f. Judge quietly and in the utmost businesslike manner.
g. Direct any and all questions to the Team Captain. Do not engage in
conversation with the owner of the car being judged.
h. Deliver the results of your judging to the Team Captain for entry on the
judging form before moving to the next car. Be sure this transfer of point
totals, comments, and discussion takes place out of earshot of the owner or
other interested spectators.
i. Correctly and completely fill out the Judges Participation Card and present
it to the Team Captain at the completion of judging.

